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MIL-H-11588E
INTERIM AMENDMENT I (Ml)
3 April 1987

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

HOSE ASSEMBLIES, RUBBER, SYNTHETIC, LIQUID

PETROLEUM FUELS, DISPENSING, COLLAPSIBLE

This interim amendment is approved for use within the US Army Belvoir
Research, Development, and Engineering Center, Department of the Army,
with MIL-H-11588E, dated 17 September 1986.
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2.1.1, under STANDARDS, FEDERAL, add:

“FED-STD-595 - Color s.”
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3.5.1, line 3, delete last sentence and add the following new sentence: “Hose
Color shall be sand matte, in accordance with FED-STD-S95, color chip 30277.”
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3.10, line 9, delete “yellow” and substitute “black”.

Lines 10, 11, 12, delete the sentence “The stripe . . . the cover.” and
substitute: IfThe ~tripe and letters shall remain clear, distinct and legible

for the life of tbe hose and shall not be adversely affected by handling,
bending, water, oil or environmental effects. ”

Lines 12, 13, delete the sentence “The letters . . . 0.250-inch high. ” Add the
following new sentence: “The letters shall be not less than 0.18-inch high. ”

Lines 15, 16, delete last sentence and add the following new sentences: “The
letters may be within the longitudinal stripe, provided the stripe is not less
than 0.20-inch greater than the height of the letters and the letters are in
contrast to the color of the stripe. The letters may substitute for the stripe
provided they are continuous and extend the full length of the hose and are
black in color.”
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6.2, delete in its entirety.
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